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CCTV SURVEILLANCE PRODUCTS

HYBRID NETWORK VIDEO RECORDER ANALOGUE / IP CAMERAS

• Confi gure any combination 
of Analogue/IP/IP Megapixel 
Cameras

• Support for industry leading 
brands of IP Cameras, Access 
Control systems and Retail 
Analytics

• Advanced Searching 
& Zoom Functions in both 
Live View and Playback

’

Support for leading 
IP camera brands such as:

Support for leading
Access Control brands such as

Brilliant Reproduction



CCTV SURVEILLANCE PRODUCTS

How does a CCTV system which can provide images TWICE the quality of Blu-ray video sound? 
How about an infi nitely scalable system with the highest level of integrated support for IP Cameras, 
Access Control and Retail Analytics from industry leading brands? 

The Securview Exacqvision range of NVRs represent the leading edge of Analogue, Hybrid, IP and Megapixel IP video 
surveillance solutions. Exacqvision has been designed in the USA as a complete multi-platform security solution capable of 
recording all formats on one dedicated server platform. The system can seamlessly integrate analogue, IP and Megapixel 
IP cameras without the need for converters or external software. The software supports individual confi guration of the 
cameras, allowing each camera to record at it’s own resolution using the specifi ed compression format! (MPEG4, MJPEG, 
H.264) Each Securview Exacqvision NVR can support from 4-32 Analogue cameras like any normal DVR and can be 
expanded to a total of 64 IP cameras per server.

The Securview Exacqvision Server can be supplied in 2 formats -  Windows or Linux. The client software is pre-installed on 
the server, and can be installed and utilised on as many client related PCs as required. For greater accessibility, the client 
software is available in 3 formats; Windows, Linux or Mac.

ADVANCED HYBRID VIDEO SURVEILLANCE SOLUTIONS

Why choose Securview Exacqvision?
  
The Securview Exacqvision range of NVRs have been recognised as one of the number 1 client server platforms. The 
system provides full compatibility and support with a wide range of industry leading IP camera manufacturers such as 
Arecont Vision, Stardot, Axis, Sony, Panasonic, ACTi, IOIMAGE and many more. The support for such a wide range of 
cameras means that you aren’t tied into buying 1 brand of camera - you have freedom of choice to get the best value 
solution for your client’s needs.

If its wide range of IP Camera support wasn’t enough, the Securview Exacqvision is also fully compatible with a number of 
leading edge Access Control companies such as Lenel, Cardax, DSX, ICT and PCSC, as well as fully supporting a number 
of Retail Analytic companies like MicrosRetail and Sensormatic. These companys’ software integrates with the Securview 
Exacqvision software on all levels of security.

True Hybrid NVR
Seamlessly mix any combination of Analogue & IP 
cameras to create a truly Hybrid, scalable enterprise 
video surveillance system

Intuitive User Interface
• Contemporary, Intuitive User Interface requires 
minimal 
   training to operate
• Common client softwares allows for connection of
   multiple servers to create scalable networks
• Powerful video and audio export features
• Powerful E-Map function
 
Extensive IP Camera Support
• Standard, PTZ and Megapixel cameras of any 
resolution
• Supports cameras from industry leading  
manufacturers,
   including Acti, Arecont Vision, Axis, Sony, and 
IQinvision
• Each server is expandable to up to 64 IP cameras

Powerful System Integration
• Support for a wide range of IP cameras, as well as
   integration with leading access control systems, retail 
   analytics, iSCSI storage and much more

Fully Functional Multi-Platform System
Securview Exacqvision software is available for Windows, 
Linux and Mac

Secure and Stable Client Server Architecture
• Unlimited clients can connect to each server
• Server software runs of standard Windows and Linux 
   platforms
• Browser client for viewing and playback in any web 
   browser
• Mobile Support: View, search & playback on  javascript-
   enabled mobile browsers such as Blackberry, Windows 
   Mobile and iPhone
 
Advanced E-Map Functions
Maps can be imported from any image source. Cameras 
can be placed on maps. Seamlessly drag and drop maps 
and cameras in a view. Alarm events on maps create 
animated icons that can be selected for immediate 
assessment

Entry Level to Enterprise Solutions Available
As it is an infi nitely scalable surveillance solution, the 
Securview Exacqvision can be customised to suit any 
number of applications, from an entry level 4 camera 
system to a multiple-server enterprise setup.
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CCTV SURVEILLANCE PRODUCTS

Intuitive Inbuilt Client Software
Each server has inbuilt client software which allows you 
to confi gure, view, record and playback footage.
 
Camera ‘Drag and Drop’ Setup
Customise the GUI to suit your needs. A simple tree 
structure displays all the cameras connected to the 
server. To view the cameras, simply drag the camera into 
the display window, as many times as needed (useful for 
Live Zooming function, see below).
 
Multi-Platform Use
The Securview Exacqvision client is compatible with 
Windows, Linux and Mac Operating Systems. In addition 
to this, the Exacqvision Web View supports all major 
internet browsers (Internet Explorer, Firefox, Opera, 
Safari, Chrome) and the Mobile Client is compatible with 
Blackberry, Windows Mobile and i-Phone devices.

Live View Advanced Zoom Functions
One of the features which sets the Securview Exacqvision system apart from its competitors is the integrated Live 
Zoom feature. This allows you to not only display the same camera multiple times in the same window, but by simply 
clicking and dragging a window around an object of interest, you can zoom in to focus upon a specifi ed area. These 
zoom settings can be saved for easy retrieval and use when reviewing playback.  
Imagine being able to monitor multiple points of interest from the one camera in real time! 
 
Advanced Zoom Playback Functions
The Securview Exacqvision Playback function provides the same level of advanced  zooming as the live view. Click 
and drag on areas of interest in the display windows, and playback the footage. The system also allows you to apply 
any saved view settings when reviewing and playing back footage, instantly restoring your defi ned zoom settings.   
 
Easily Confi gure the Live View and Playback Setup
The Securview Exacqvision software allows you to playback and review footage from multiple cameras at the same 
time. Simply drag and drop the required cameras into the display windows and apply any required zoom settings. The 
footage can be sorted by time and date recorded, by event trigger or by camera, making selecting the necessary 
footage easy.

Powerful Searching
Search for and view video from multiple cameras across multiple Securview Exacqvision servers simultaneously. 
Navigate quickly and easily through the footage to fi nd necessary events. Footage can be exported in multiple 
formats. It can be exported as a standard video fi le (.avi) for reviewing in media playing software without advanced 
zoom functions; or the system can export the footage as a self-executable fi le which will open on any PC. The 
benefi t of this method is that the executable fi le includes the viewing software allowing you to access the advanced 
functions such as selective zooming.

Live View Display

Playback ZoomingLive View Zooming

Advanced Zoom Functions:

Intuitive GUI:


